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within his coaching staff labeling him
as a ‘competitor’, as well as gaining the
trust of each one of his teammates. This
has earned him the opportunity to lead
the Terrors out onto the field on Friday
nights.
		
Hidalgo said “he reminds me
		
a lot of Randon Jernigan with how he
						
carries himself and is able to make his
he last few years the Glynn teammates around him better”.
Academy Terrors have had successful 		
Once again demonstrating
seasons, but often ending just short of Devlin’s will to win, but in the right
their goals in the GHSA Playoffs.
way. Hidalgo also mentioned that while
		
Rocky Hidalgo and his staff are Tyler is not the most outspoken player,
hoping to continue the regular season he is highly respected due to the fact that
success and make a deep playoff push. when he speaks his teammates listen.
They will put their best foot forward 		
With such high praise from his
heading into the 2021 season with a new head coach, Tyler is hoping to make
name under center.
waves throughout the State with his
		
A season ago the Terrors innate leadership skills and how he
were able to win a share of the region demands the best from his teammates
championship and are only looking to every day in practice.
build on that success with rising Junior, 		
In previous years under coach
Tyler Devlin at the helm of the Glynn Hidalgo the Terrors have been known for
Academy offense.
their offensive attack through the speed
		
Rocky Hidalgo and his coaching option, but look for Glynn Academy to
staff are looking forward to seeing how have a few new tricks up their sleeves
exactly Tyler’s game can help propel the in the upcoming season.
Terrors into a state title contender.
		
With an elusive man behind
		
Devlin began his high school center like Devlin, who likes to think of
career at the GISA-AAA School, himself as a Johnny Manziel-Esque’ style
Frederica Academy, starting as a quarterback, it allows the play calling to
freshman before deciding to transfer be much more creative.
out and attend the much larger Glynn 		
Fortunately for Tyler. these plays
Academy.
will allow him to get outside the pocket
		
Devlin said “he just felt like it often and showcase his skills with his
was the right time” when asked why speed and elusive nature.
he decided to transfer and has done 		
Although Devlin is a young
considerably well with all of the different quarterback, he has a considerable
hats he’s had to wear since arriving last amount of experience in big games.
fall.
From starting as a freshman at Frederica
		
Outside of his baseball season, Academy to seeing some action late last
which he is currently in the middle of, season in the playoffs, Devlin is looking
Devlin played JV for Glynn Academy to put his best foot forward heading into
a season ago while also being the his junior season.
backup for the Terrors Varsity team at 		
Devlin and his coaches have
Quarterback.
already begun working on his footwork
		
Devlin split time with the JV and as well as taking the time to sit down
Varsity team, which had to be difficult and dissect some film to help slow the
while learning a new system but he never game down for a talented young man
shied away from doing what was asked. like Tyler.
		
Devlin played both safety and 		
After the Terrors finished 8-5 a
wide receiver for the Terrors, while also season ago and lost to Langston Hughes
learning a brand new playbook, further in the second round of the Playoffs, Tyler
demonstrating to his teammates and Devlin still has a bad taste in his mouth
coaches that no task is too big for the and has his sights set on something much
talented young athlete.
bigger for next season.
		
In just a few months, Devlin
has created an outstanding reputation
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et’s take a look at a couple
of young Atlanta Braves that could
be depended on heavily to get the
Braves back to the NLCS and perhaps
further.
		
Other than Max Fried in 2020
the only other consistent starter in the
Braves rotation was Ian Anderson.
		
Anderson came up late in
the season and was amazing in the
playoffs. In his six regular season starts
		

Anderson posted an ERA of 1.95. He
has good stuff; a fastball in the mid
90’s, a curve in the 87-88 mph range,
and a change that has been improving.
		
Anderson is projected to be
in the starting rotation for the Braves
along with Charlie Morton, Drew
Smyly, Mike Soroka, and Max Fried.
		
That rotation on paper is in
much better shape than the 2020
rotation. Soroka got hurt early in the
season and Cole Hamels, well don’t
get me started there.

		
While the 2021 Braves will be
in better shape in the starting rotation
than the previous season. how will that
rotation stack up against the Dodgers,
Padres, and even maybe the Mets?
		
Back to Anderson, what does
he have to improve upon?
		
He must continue to develop
his change-up as a valid out pitch to
keep hitters off balance. He must
also throw more strikes. Anderson
can pile up some pitch counts, and
he needs to stay in games longer.
Actually, the entire staff needs to stay
in games longer due to some questions
surrounding the bullpen with the
departure of Mark Melancon and the
status of Shane Greene.
		
Braves starters must start
consistently pitch into the 6th or 7th

		
At only 22 years of age Pache
had only four regular season at bats for
the Braves, but shined in the spotlight
of the NLCS, as he started six games
after Adam Duvall was injured.
		
Going into 2021, it looks like
Marcell Ozuna in LF, Ronald Acuna
Jr. in RF, and either Pache or Ender
Inciarte in CF.
		
Inciarte was left off of the
Braves 2020 playoff roster and that
opens the door for the 22-year Pache
to take over in CF for Atlanta.
		
Pache is already the best
defensive outfielder on the team, he
is fast, and his power as a hitter is
developing. Pache is still developing
as an overall player, but needs to be in
the line-up every day to take advantage
of his potential.

innings in games or I think the team
could struggle this year.
		
If Anderson can stay healthy,
he has a decent shot at winning 14-17
games this season and maybe Rookie
Of The Year.
		
Another contender for Rookie
Of The Year is outfielder Cristian
Pache.
Pache was called up by the Braves
in last August and was added to the
playoff roster and hit his first MLB
homerun in game 3 of the NLCS.

		
The outfield combo of Acuna
and Pache could be a special one to
watch over the next decade in Atlanta.
		
If I had to choose from
the two above give me Anderson,
because the Braves seem to have this
fascination with Ender Inciarte that
could limit Pache’s development.
		
Anderson was 2-0 with a 0.96
ERA in the postseason. He should
get a full season of starts in to be in
contention for the NL ROY.
7
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ean Pender is excited about
his 2021 football team this fall. “We are a
talented football team, and we as coaches
are excited to see how the talent develops.
We have the potential to be a very good
football team this fall”.
The head Pirate does have to
replace 14 starters off of an 8-4 team
from 2020 that won a share of the region
championship, and a state playoff game.
“We do have some holes to fill this year,
but we played a lot of young kids last year
that will move into starter slots this fall,
but I love the work ethic of this football
team. This team wants to be very good,
and they are putting in the work to support
that statement.”
Let’s take a look at position
groups:
QB: Senior Jeffery Waye and
Junior Jayden Drayton are locked into a
battle at the QB position.
Pender says “if the season started
tomorrow both would see playing time at
the position”.
Waye was the back-up QB in
2020 and his coach says he has been very
impressed with how he is progressing at
the position.
Drayton, who transferred over
from Glynn Academy, has put on almost
10 pounds of muscle in the winter
conditioning program and is learning
the new system at BHS.
His coach says “This kid will be
recruited as an athlete and he will wear
a lot of hats for us this fall. He will play
some QB, WR, DB, and he will return
kicks for us”.
OL: Kanaya Charlton will move
to LT this fall and Pender says “Kanaya
Charlton is as good as we’ve had here and
that says a lot”.
Charlton at 6’7 and 330 pounds
can play anywhere he wants at the next
level. Offers are pouring in.
Jaquan Gibson returns as a starter
at guard. Jamal Meriweather, AJ Anderson,
Eli Smith, Lester Clark, Matthew Moore,
William McDonald, Chris Wineski, and
Jonathan Welson will battle for playing
time, but depth at the position group is

WR: The position is very deep in
talent, Kevin Thomas and Pat Leggett are
playmakers. J ’Maun Weldon, Zeb Jackson,
Terry Mitchell, Na’verious Williams, TJ
Smith, Trey Elvine, and Jayden Drayton
will all see targets in 2021. “We are deep
and talented and will cause issues in space
with this group” says Pender.
DL: Kayshawn Thomas will be
back for his junior season with an SEC
offer from South Carolina.
Thomas will lead a group that
consists of River Creel, Jordan Jimerson,
Jameer Lang, Jamal Meriweather, Anthony
Bautista, and Matthew Moore. Pender says
“#99 Thomas can be as good as he wants
to be and will be a force in the middle”
LB: Pirates must replace 4 starters
from last fall, but were 7 deep at the
position last year.
Staffon Stanley, Adam Mweemba,
and Lionel Twiity all started games last
year at the position.
A name to watch could be
Gerald Quick, who has the frame to be
outstanding player at the position.
DB: Pender says “We are stacked
8-9 deep at DB”.
Jayden Drayton was All-Region
in 2020. Derrick Smith and Keon Leggett
were big contributors last fall. Ivan Johnson
returns at safety. Na’verious Williams
was a starter at Glynn last fall before
transferring.
Other names to watch JaShawn
Wilson, Tyler Sams, and Zeb Jackson, and
Gerald Quick.
Anthony Elvine returns as punter,
and McClain Fineran will handle PAT/
FG’s.
Finally, the “Wolfpack” also
known as the RB group.
Ree Simmons and Kobe Hill
have both had seasons with over 1,000
yards rushing.
Hill in 2019, and Simmons
in 2020. Barring injury this duo will
finish their Pirate careers with over 5000
combined rushing yards.
Pender says “These guys are
leaders and hate to lose and that mentality
has taken root on this football team”.
Leon Charlton returns, Taivon
Gadson, and Neshiek Cohen add depth.
Embarrassment of riches at this position.
Spring Practice starts on May 4th and
ends with the Blue and Gold Spring game
on May 20th.
2021 could be special on Altama
Avenue. #AllAboutTheFamily at BHS.
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he 2021 NFL free agency
free-for-all began on March 17, and it’s
still up in the air whether or not the
Jacksonville jaguars found a pot of gold.
The Jags started the league year
with over $80 million in salary cap space,
and found a couple of gems right off the
bat.
The most noteworthy acquisition
so far is, arguably, former Seattle Seahawks
CB Shaquill Griffin. The four-year veteran
out of UCF had a solid 2020 campaign,
posting 63 tackles, 12 coverage breakups,
and three interceptions over 12 games.
His deal with Jacksonville is a
3-year, $44.5 million contract with $29
million guaranteed. It is expected that
he will move immediately into a starting
role opposite 2020 first-round pick C.J.
Henderson.
This, combined with the resigning of Sidney Jones, most likely means
that last year’s injury-riddled season will
be D.J. Harris’ last in teal & black.
Another defensive position
getting some much-needed attention is
Safety.
Former Charger Rayshawn
Jenkins signed a 4-year, $35 million deal
with $16 million guaranteed.
Another Safety, Auburn alum
Rudy Ford, arrives from Philly, joining
the team with a 2-year, $4.2 million
contract. These two alone should provide

some consistency for a wildly inconsistent
defensive backfield.
Via trade, first year Head Coach
Urban Meyer gets some help in the middle
in the form of former Saints DT Malcom
Brown.
A salary cap casualty for New
Orleans, Brown joins DT Roy RobertsonHarris (CHI) and DE Jihad Ward (BAL)
as the first pieces of a reworked defensive
line that can easily improve on last years’
30th ranked effort against the run.
Additionally, DT Tyson Alualu,
the No. 10 overall selection by the
Jaguars in 2010, returns after four years
in Pittsburgh.
On the offensive side of the
ball, the Jags signed two receivers off the
Detroit Lions; ten-year veteran Marvin
Jones Jr, and return specialist Jamal
Agnew.
Jones should be a reliable target
for assumed first overall pick Trevor
Lawrence, and will help draw some double
coverage away from DJ Chark.
Agnew is another player who
will bring some consistency to their
position (the Jaguars had six different
kick returners last season), but whether or
not his breakaway speed will be enough
to earn him a WR3 slot on the offense
over fellow free-agent acquisition Phillip
Dorsett will be one of the more interesting
stories to follow in training camp.
Regardless, the addition of this
trio will help ease the sting of the pending
shakeup in the Duval receivers corps.
While Keelan Cole has already
signed with the Jets, the free-agent fates of
former Bulldog Chris Conley and former
Sooner Dede Westbrook have yet to be
determined.
Another player re-joining the

Jaguars is RB Carlos Hyde. Hyde played
under former HC Doug Marrone in the
massively under-performing 2018 season
before being traded to the Browns. Hyde
played college ball at Ohio State under
Urban Meyer, so his familiarity with the
system should make him a solid changeof-pace for second year back James
Robinson.
At the Tight End position, the
Jaguars have added former Panther Chris
Manhertz, and have re-signed James
O’Shaughnessy.
The team declined the option
on former Bengal Tyler Eifert, and his
status remains uncertain.
This position could be considered
one of the few disappointments of the
free-agent period so far, with the top
two available TEs (Hunter Henry and
Jonnu Smith) both signing with the New
England Patriots.
While these moves addressed
some glaring needs on both sides of the
ball, the Offensive Line still needs to be
addressed, as does the elephant in the
QB room - Gardner Minshew II.
With the departure of journeyman
Mike Glennon to the Giants, the question
remains who will be the backup to Trevor
Lawrence when the draft makes his arrival
in Duval official.
While Coach Meyer has said this
week that they have no plans to trade
Minshew “for now,” the lack of another
veteran signal caller could be a final area
to be addressed.
Alex Smith continues to be a
name mentioned to fill that role, but if
the Joe Flacco to San Francisco rumors
prove false, Jacksonville could also be a
good fit for the 2013 Super Bowl MVP.
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y wife and I were
riding around town last week and we
commented on a blooming Dogwood
tree we drove by.
I said its Masters time baby.
We get an unexpected treat in a couple
of weeks and that is we will enjoy our
second Masters Tournament in 5 months
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The 2020 Masters was played
last November with Dustin Johnson
claiming his first Green Jacket.
The Favorites:
Dustin Johnson: Johnson is
the betting favorite to win back-to-back
in Augusta.
Johnson has the ability to
overpower a golf course, and if the
putter is clicking then he will be in the
mix.
Johnson has been playing well
and we will see if everything comes
together again. Johnson is a player that
plays well in major championships.
Johnson is also the 2016 US Open
champion.
Justin Thomas: Thomas just
won The Players Championship, so his
game is peaking going into Augusta.
Thomas may be the best player
in the world at the moment, and a Green
Jacket in 2021 could be the first of many.
This is a guy to keep a close eye on.
Thomas finished 4th in the
2020 Masters. Thomas won the 2017
PGA Championship.
Rory McIlroy: Rory needs
the Masters to cap off the career grand
slam. His best finish at Augusta is 4th
back in 2015. Rory is searching for his
game right now.
He just brought in a new swing
coach and trying to find your game right
before coming to Augusta National is
like trying to mix oil and water.
Could it all come together for
Rory in a couple of weeks? At 31 years

of age there is plenty of time to get that
elusive Green Jacket.
Jon Rahm: Currently ranked
3rd in the World Golf Rankings Rahm
is due to win a major championship.
His best finish at Augusta is 4th and
he has top 5 finishes in the US Open
and PGA Championship.
Have you ever known a Spanish
golfer that doesn’t have a great short
game? Rahm will be the next major
champion from Spain.
Brooks Koepka: This guy just
plays well in the major championships.
He has a couple of US Open’s and PGAs
to his name. He finished in a tie for 2nd
in the 2019 Masters.
He will be near the top of the
leaderboard and will be a factor on
Sunday. His game is rounding into form
currently.
Bryson DeChambeau: The
current US Open champion has not
played well at Augusta. His best finish
is 21st in 2016.
Will he try to overpower the
golf course? The answer is yes and will
that risk/reward style be successful for
him in 2021. He has something to prove
at Augusta.
Sleepers:
Rickie Fowler: I’m a huge
Rickie Fowler fan.
He has top 3 finishes in all 4
major championships and finished 2nd
in 3 of the 4. At 32 years of age, he is
due.
He has the game to win at
Augusta with a runner-up finish in 2018.
If Fowler is in contention on Sunday, I
will not leave my couch that day.
He will win a major in his
career. Why not the 2021 Masters?
Come on Rickie get it done.
Patrick Cantlay: Not many
are talking about this guy, but he is
that good. Every time I tune into golf
on TV he is on the leaderboard. Don’t
sleep on this guy folks.
Prediction: My head says
Brooks Koepka and my heart says
Rickie Fowler.
A Tradition Unlike Any Other
takes place in just a couple of weeks.

Boys & Girls
Club of
Southeast
Georgia

After School
Programs
Monday- Friday
2:30-6:30pm
Tutoring and
Homework help
Snack and
hot dinner
served daily
9 locations
in Glynn County

Visit
www.bgcsega.com
for more
information
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he NL East is the best
overall division in Major League
Baseball.
The Braves, Mets, and
Nationals could all finish over .500
on the season. In 2019 the last full
season before the pandemic four
teams finished at .500 or better in
this stacked division.
Let take a look at each team:
Miami Marlins: The Marlins
made the playoffs in the pandemic
shortened season of 2020, and
eliminated the Chicago Cubs in the
playoffs before the Braves ended their
season.
This team has one of the top
farm systems in baseball and just
continues to produce talent.
Sixto Sanchez is one of the best
young pitchers in baseball. Starling
Marte is an All-Star and Gold Glove
winner in the outfield and will be
surrounded by all of that younger
talent. This team will continue to
improve.
Washington Nationals: The
Nationals won the World Series in
201, and finished last in the division
in 2020.

They still have Max Scherzer,
Stephen Strasburg, and Patrick Corbin
in this rotation, so they will be in just
about every game.
Juan Soto is a superstar and
they have Kyle Schwarber and Josh
Bell potentially surrounding him in
the line-up. How will this bullpen
perform in 2021? That is the question
surrounding this team.
Philadelphia Phillies: This
team has spent a lot of money on free
agents over the past couple of seasons
but still floats around the .500 mark
in the standings.
Bryce Harper is only 28 years
old and will probably have a monster
season and you have J.T. Realmuto
and Didi Gregorius.
The core is there, but will this
pitching staff hold up? Aaron Nola
and Zack Wheeler have to have great
seasons for this team to contend.
NY Mets: The Mets have
become the trendy pick by most
everyone to win the NL East.
Can this team be consistent
enough to win the division? That is
a huge question mark in my mind.
Pete Alonzo will probably
hit 40+ HR’s, and the Francisco
Lindor trade was huge offensively
and defensively.
Jacob deGrom, Carlos
Carrasco, and Marcus Stroman will
lead this pitching staff. This team
has good pitching and will hit a lot
of HR’s.

Something to watch down the
stretch is can Noah Syndergaard return
this summer from his Tommy John
surgery? If he does and is effective
then this could tilt the NL East in
the Mets favor.
Atlanta Braves: We all know
the Braves are one of the best teams
in baseball. Freddie Freeman is the
reigning MVP and Ronald Acuna Jr.
is a young superstar.
The Braves resigned Marcell
Ozuna. The Braves signed Charlie
Morton and Drew Smyly to beef up
the starting rotation.
How quickly can Mike Soroka
regain form in 2021 after recovering
from a ruptured Achilles tendon last
season?
Can Kyle Wright be the starter
the Braves envisioned when they
drafted him?
The everyday line-up is the
best in the division if the Braves play
Cristian Pache in CF.
Who will grab the closer job?
My NL East Predictions:
Atlanta Braves: 93-69
NY Mets: 91-71
Washington Nationals: 88-74
Miami Marlins: 78-84
Philadelphia Phillies: 75-87
I see the Braves winning the
NL East in the last weekend of the
regular season.
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’m starting off the positional
ranks for the 2021 NFL Draft with the
strongest positional groups in the class.
Quarterback prospects light the
fires of fans and general managers more
than any other position. This is especially
true this year with six quarterbacks with
first round potential, including four in
the top 10.
Over the next eight weeks,
workouts and the interview process will
give teams a better idea of physical and
mental development of these soon-to-be
rookie quarterbacks. Whether it’s top end
talent or depth, 2021 signal callers class
stacks up favorably against any class this
decade.
1. Trevor Lawrence, Clemson:
The number one quarterback, the number
one prospect and soon to be the number
one pick.
As a three-year starter at
Clemson, Lawrence has full command
of the offense, setting the protection
and running the show. He went 34-2 as
a starter for the Tigers, including three
straight playoff appearances and the 2018
National Title.
Lawrence stands six foot six
inches, and weighs 213 pounds. I think
Lawrence is a generational talent with
size, athleticism, arm talent, processing

speed, and intangibles.
2. Zach Wilson, BYU: A
three-year starter at BYU, Wilson was
a productive starter doing a little bit of
everything, including traditional, five
wide and option plays.
Although the competition was
underwhelming, he produced dynamically;
setting records for single season
completion percentage, and accounting
for 43 total touchdowns.
Wilson doesn’t have an ideal
NFL body, but his natural accuracy,
off platform skills and ability to make
spontaneous decisions translate to NFL
talent.
3. Justin Fields, Ohio State: A
two-year starter at Ohio State, Fields was
one of the top college football players the
last two seasons.
With Jake Fromm blocking him at
Georgia, Fields transferred to Columbus
in 2019 and needed only 21 games to get
number two in Ohio State’s career passing
touchdown record book.
Fields is arguably the most
accurate quarterback in the draft class.
He is a legitimate threat as a runner and
has the arm strength to flip a ball 60 plus
yards without a slow wind up.
4. Trey Lance, North Dakota
State: A one year starter at North Dakota
State, Lance is a dual threat quarterback,
who is following in the footsteps of
Carson Wentz.
Lance has a prodigious physical
skill set. The ball shoots out of his hand
differently than anyone else in this
class. His accuracy is the lowest of any
quarterback in this top ten by nearly 10

percent. When you have his level tools,
that’s a project worth developing.
5. Mac Jones, Alabama: A
one year starter at Alabama, Jones was a
prolific passer and set an NCAA single
season record for completion percentage
(77.4) and the first player in Alabama
history to throw for 4,500 passing yards
in a single season.
The tools are average at best.
Jones will be the ultimate debate at the
position on performance versus physical
ability.
That being said, he was never a
detriment to the offense.
6. Kyle Trask, Florida: A
two-year starter at Florida, Trask lit up
the scoreboard this past season to 43
touchdowns in 13 SEC games.
He has ideal size at 6 foot 5, 240
pounds and NFL arm talent, but not quite
on the level of the guys at the top of the
class.
Trask understands where to go
with the football and is at his best when he
can loft throws into the window. However,
his accuracy can’t be described as pinpoint,
his lack of mobility troubles him against
pressure and there is a noticeable lack of
zip on his throws.
7-10: Davis Mills, Stanford, Ian
Book, Notre Dame, Kellen Mond, Texas
A&M, and Jamie Newman, Wake Forest/
Georgia.
As recent history has proven,
players don’t have to be drafted in the first
round to be an NFL starting quarterback
(Dak Prescott, Russell Wilson, and THE
GOAT Tom Brady).
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tarting with Wide Receiver 1,
there won’t be a consensus on this group
from team to team or scout to scout. The
amount of talent at receiver rivals last
year’s class, which set a record with 13
drafted in the first two rounds.
I don’t think this class will break
that record but I believe this class will
have 15 plus receivers drafted in the top
three rounds. For me, ranking the top
receivers in the 2021 NFL Draft class
has been a head scratching exercise.
1.Jaylen Waddle, Alabama,
5-10, 182: Waddle showed signs of
becoming a more refined receiver before
an ankle injury caused him to miss most
of the year.
Waddle has dangerous speed and
is a scoring threat anytime he touches the
ball. Waddle’s speed and game changing
ability has him as my number one receiver.
I believe Waddle will be selected in the
top 10.
2. Ja’Marr Chase, LSU, 6-1,
200: Chase decided to skip the 2020
season and prepare for the 2021 NFL
Draft. I think it was a wise choice to
protect his draft stock because he could
not get any higher in the rankings.
Chase was the best receiver

in college football in 2019, averaging
21.2 yards per catch with 84 catches for
1,780 yards and 20 touchdowns. Chase
is another top 10 pick.
3. DeVonta Smith, Alabama,
6-1, 165: Smith dominated college football
in 2020, showing he is a true wide receiver
who does everything well.
If Smith was 20 pounds heavier,
he would be top 3 in the draft. He is a
touch receiver who has demonstrated
quality, but not elite speed, excellent route
running and superb ball skills. Smith is
the final top 10 pick from the ranking.
4. Kadarius Toney, Florida,
5-11, 189: Toney is a loose, elastic athlete
that routinely makes the first man miss
with special start and stop abilities that
create explosive plays.
Toney improved his route running
and remains a work in progress. I think
Toney belongs in the second round but
he is a dangerous weapon as a receiver
and punt returner.
I see Toney going in the late first
round, but not top 10.
5. Rashod Bateman,
Minnesota, 6-2, 210: Bateman opted
back in after the Big Ten decided to bring
back football, then played in five games
before opting out the remainder of the
season.
Bateman is a natural hand catcher
with length and excellent route execution.
He lacks the explosive burst that the top
four displays, so he is a late first early
second round pick in my prediction.
6. Terrace Marshall Jr, LSU,
6-4, 200: Marshall played well in 2020

before opting out of the last part of the
season. He had good size, length, speed
and mismatch ability. Marshall is a vertical
threat, but lacks explosion and first step
quickness.
He is a day two selection late
second or early third round pick.
7. Rondale Moore, Purdue,
5-9, 180: Moore feasted on jet sweeps
and quick game targets. While short,
Moore plays stout with a fluid ease of
movement and instant acceleration to
force miss tackles.
He has elite speed and is an
explosive playmaker with the ability to
score on any touch. Moore is a day two
pick mid second early third pick.
8. Dyami Brown, North
Carolina, 6-1, 195: Brown has excellent
one cut acceleration and separation
quickness. He is highly skilled at the
double move (head fakes, quick settling of
his feet, ect..), and he plays with strength
to make a living on the outside versus
corners.
Brown is another day two pick.
Here are the other receivers I
think will go in the first three rounds:
Elijah Moore, Ole Miss; Amari Rodgers,
Clemson; Tutu Atwell, Louisville;
D’Wayne Eskridge, Western Michigan;
Tylan Wallace, Oklahoma State; AmonRa St Brown, USC; Cade Johnson, South
Dakota State.
If your favorite pro team needs
a receiver, this is the year to grab one in
the first three rounds, but then again,
there is talent in day three of the draft:
with the deepest group in this year's class.
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